FINANCIAL INDUSTRY REGULATORY AUTHORITY
LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE, WAIVER AND CONSENT
NO. 2015047824201

TO:

Department of Enforcement
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority ("FINRA")

RE:

Planmember Securities Corporation. Respondent
CRD No. 11869

Pursuant to FINRA Rule 9216 of FINRA's Code of Procedure, Planmember Securities
Corporation submits this Letter of Acceptance, Waiver and Consent ("AWC") for the purpose of
proposing a settlement of the alleged rule violations described below. This AWC is submitted on
the condition that, if accepted, FINRA will not bring any future actions against Planmember
alleging violations based on the same factual findings described herein.
I.
ACCEPTANCE AND CONSENT
A.

Planmember hereby accepts and consents, without admitting or denying the
findings, and solely for the purposes of this proceeding and any other proceeding
brought by or on behalf of FINRA, or to which FINRA is a party, prior to a
hearing and without an adjudication of any issue of law or fact, to the entry of the
following findings by FINRA:
BACKGROUND
Planmember is headquartered in Carpinteria, California, and has been a FINRA
member firm since 1983. The firm has 310 branch offices and employs 589
registered representatives. The firm has no relevant disciplinary history.
OVERVIEW
At times between July 2012 and June 2016, Planmember failed to establish,
maintain, and enforce a supervisory system, including written supervisory
procedures ("WSPs"), reasonably designed to achieve compliance with applicable
securities laws and regulations, and with applicable NASD and FINRA rules, with
respect to four aspects of its business: (1) the review of variable annuity
exchanges; (2) the review, approval, and retention of consolidated reports; (3) the
review of email and customer correspondence; and (4) the review of its registered
representatives' business-related websites and social media.
As a result, the firm violated: NASD Rule 3010 (for conduct occurring prior to
December 1, 2014), FINRA Rule 3110 (for conduct occurring on or after

December 1, 2014), FIN RA Rule 2330(d)(1), NASD Rule 2210 (for conduct
occurring prior to February 4, 2013), FINRA Rule 2210 (for conduct occurring on
or after February 4, 2013), and FINRA Rule 2010.
FACTS AND VIOLATIVE CONDUCT
FINRA identified the violations described below during a routine cycle
examination of Planmember.
Variable Annuity Exchanges
FINRA Rule 3110(a) requires member firms to "establish and maintain a system
to supervise the activities of each associated person that is reasonably designed to
achieve compliance with applicable securities laws and regulations, and with
applicable FINRA rules." FINRA Rule 3110(b) requires member firms to
"establish, maintain, and enforce written procedures to supervise the types of
business in which it engages and the activities of its associated persons that are
reasonably designed to achieve compliance with applicable securities laws and
regulations, and with the applicable FINRA rules." Prior to December 1, 2014,
NASD Rule 3010 imposed the same requirements.
Variable annuities are complex products that permit customers to choose among a
variety of contract features and options. The predecessor to FINRA Rule 2330
was adopted due to concern that variable annuities can cause confusion for
customers, including when customers exchange one variable annuity for another.
Among other things, FINRA Rule 2330(d)(1) requires firms to:
implement surveillance procedures to determine if any of the
member's associated persons have rates of effecting deferred
variable annuity exchanges that raise for review whether such rates
of exchanges evidence conduct inconsistent with the applicable
provisions of this Rule, other applicable FINRA rules, or the
federal securities laws ("inappropriate exchanges").
Between July 2012 and June 2016, Planmember had no WSPs or reasonable
supervisory system for the surveillance of rates of variable annuity exchanges.
The firm purported to use a spreadsheet prepared each month that summarized all
variable annuity transactions to surveil rates of variable annuity exchanges. This
spreadsheet failed, however, to indicate whether particular transactions were, in
fact, exchanges. Thus, based on this system, the firm could not determine if any
of its associated persons had rates of exchanges requiring further review
concerning inappropriate exchanges.
By virtue of the foregoing. Planmember violated NASD Rule 3010 (for conduct
occurring prior to December 1, 2014), and FINRA Rules 3110 (for conduct
occurring on or after December 1, 2014), 2330(d)(1), and 2010.

Consolidated Reports
A "consolidated report" is a document provided by a broker to a customer that
combines account information regarding most or all of a customer's assets. In
April 2010, FINRA issued Regulatory Notice 10-19, which reminded member
firms that consolidated reports are communications with the public by the firm
and must be clear, accurate, and compliant with federal securities laws and
FINRA rules. Regulatory Notice 10-19 cautioned that consolidated reports, "[i]f
not rigorously supervised . . . can raise a number of regulatory concerns, including
the potential for communicating inaccurate, confusing or misleading information
to customers . . . and the use of these reports for fraudulent or unethical
purposes." Accordingly, Regulatory Notice 10-19 directed that any firm that
permitted registered representatives to provide consolidated reports to customers
"must ensure that the size and complexity of the consolidated reporting program
does not exceed the firm's ability to supervise the activity and to subject it to a
rigorous system of internal controls."
Planmember permitted its registered representatives to create and distribute
consolidated reports. Between July 2012 and March 2014, however, Planmember
failed to (i) establish or maintain a reasonable supervisory system, including
WSPs, related to the review or approval of consolidated reports with respect to
compliance with regulatory requirements or the retention of consolidated reports;
and (ii) supervise the preparation and use of consolidated reports by its registered
representatives.
During this period, registered representatives at the firm issued consolidated
reports to at least 148 customers. As a result of the firm's supervisory failures,
those consolidated reports issued by the firm's registered representatives during
this period contained content and were in a format that had not been reviewed or
approved by the firm for compliance with regulatory requirements.
By virtue of the foregoing, Planmember violated NASD Rules 3010(a) and
3010(b). and FINRA Rule 2010.
Review of Email and Correspondence
FINRA Rule 3110(b)(4) requires member firms to establish, maintain, and
enforce written procedures for, among other things, the review by a registered
principal of incoming and outgoing written correspondence relating to its
securities business, and requires that such review be evidenced in writing. Such
correspondence includes electronic correspondence such as email. Prior to
December 1, 2014, NASD Rule 3010(d)(2) imposed the same requirements.
From July 2012 through June 2016, the firm failed to establish, maintain, and
enforce a reasonable supervisory system, including WSPs, for the review of email

and hard-copy correspondence.
The firm's WSPs addressing email review were created using template language
from a vendor. The firm was responsible for customizing the template for its use
and then establishing and enforcing the customized WSPs, but the firm did not do
so. The firm's WSPs provided no guidance as to the quantity of email to be
reviewed or the frequency of such reviews. Additionally, although the firm used
two outside vendors that enabled the firm to maintain and review email, the firm's
WSPs did not address how those vendors' systems would be used to conduct
email review. Nor did the firm use any reports to determine whether email review
was, in fact, being conducted.
The firm's WSPs for the review of hard-copy customer correspondence required
that the firm review such correspondence during branch examinations, which
generally occurred only once every 12 to 36 months. Because the firm did not
conduct correspondence review close in time to receipt, any sales practice
concerns or red flags raised through such correspondence could go undetected for
long periods of time. Furthermore, the firm was unable to show that it enforced
its WSPs regarding review of hard-copy correspondence as it could not
demonstrate that it had, in fact, conducted any review of hard-copy
correspondence.
By virtue of the foregoing, Planmember violated NASD Rules 3010(a), 3010(b).
and 3010(d)(2) (for conduct occurring prior to December 1, 2014), and FINRA
Rules 3110(a) and 3110(b) (for conduct occurring on or after December 1. 2014)
and FINRA Rule 2010.
Websites and Social Mediu qf Registered Representatives
NASD Rule 2210(b)(1) required a principal of a FINRA member firm to approve.
by signature or initial and date, each advertisement before its use. NASD Rule
2210(a) included websites in the definition of an advertisement. FIN RA Rule
2210(b)(1), which replaced NASD Rule 2210 effective February 4, 2013,
provides that "[a]n appropriately qualified registered principal of the member
must approve each retail communication before the earlier of its use or filing with
FINRA's Advertising Regulation Department." FINRA Rule 2210(a)(5) defines
"retail communication" as any written (including electronic) communication that
is distributed or made available to more than 25 retail investors within any 30
calendar-day period.
Social media sites and websites contain both static and interactive content. As
explained in Regulatory Notice 10-06, unscripted interactive content does not
require principal approval prior to posting, so long as the member supervises and
reviews such content in the same manner as required for supervising and
reviewing correspondence pursuant to NASD Rule 3010(d). And, also as
explained in Regulatory Notice 10-06, business-related static content posted to a

website or a social media site was considered an advertisement subject to prior
principal approval under NASD Rule 2210.
Between July 2012 and March 2014, Planmember's WSPs required that the firm
conduct a weekly review of registered representatives' social media sites that its
registered representatives disclosed to the firm. Notwithstanding the firm's
WSPs. Planmember failed to conduct such a review 22 times out of a sample of
26 weeks reviewed by FINRA.
Also between July 2012 and March 2014, the firm's WSPs required that a
registered representative receive preapproval for a page on a business-related
social media site. Because the firm did not have a reasonable system to monitor
for compliance with its social media policies. 38 registered representatives were
able to maintain business-related pages on a social media site that had not been
preapproved by a qualified registered principal. Finally, because the firm did not
reasonably monitor for usage of undisclosed websites, the firm failed to
preapprove four websites operated by registered representatives as required by the
firm's WSPs.
By virtue of the foregoing. Planmember violated NASD Rules 2210 (for conduct
occurring prior to February 4, 2013) and 3010. and FINRA Rules 2210 (for
conduct on and after February 4, 2013) and 2010.
B.

Planmember also consents to the imposition of the following sanctions:
•

Censure and a $90.000 fine.

Planmember agrees to pay the monetary sanction upon notice that this AWC has
been accepted and that such payment is due and payable. Planmember has
submitted an Election of Payment form showing the method by which it proposes
to pay the fine imposed.
Planmember specifically and voluntarily waives any right to claim that it is unable
to pay, now or at any time hereafter, the monetary sanction imposed in this
matter.
The sanctions imposed herein shall be effective on a date set by FINRA staff.
II.
WAIVER OF PROCEDURAL RIGHTS
Planmember specifically and voluntarily waives the following rights granted under FINRA's
Code of Procedure:
A.

To have a Complaint issued specifying the allegations against it;
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B.

To be notified of the Complaint and have the opportunity to answer the
allegations in writing;

C.

To defend against the allegations in a disciplinary hearing before a hearing panel,
to have a written record of the hearing made and to have a written decision issued;
and

D.

To appeal any such decision to the National Adjudicatory Council ("NAC") and
then to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and a U.S. Court of
Appeals.

Further, Planmember specifically and voluntarily waives any right to claim bias or prejudgment
of the Chief Legal Officer, the NAC, or any member of the NAC, in connection with such
person's or body's participation in discussions regarding the terms and conditions of this AWC,
or other consideration of this AWC, including acceptance or rejection of this AWC.
Planmember further specifically and voluntarily waives any right to claim that a person violated
the ex parte prohibitions of FINRA Rule 9143 or the separation of functions prohibitions of
FINRA Rule 9144, in connection with such person's or body's participation in discussions
regarding the terms and conditions of this AWC, or other consideration of this AWC, including
its acceptance or rejection.

OTHER MATTERS
Planmember understands that:
A.

Submission of this AWC is voluntary and will not resolve this matter unless and
until it has been reviewed and accepted by the NAC, a Review Subcommittee of
the NAC. or the Office of Disciplinary Affairs ("ODA"), pursuant to FINRA Rule
9216;

B.

If this AWC is not accepted, its submission will not be used as evidence to prove
any of the allegations against Planmember;

C.

If accepted:
1.

this AWC will become part of Planmember's permanent disciplinary
record and may be considered in any future actions brought by FINRA or
any other regulator against Planmember;

2.

this AWC will be made available through F INRA's public disclosure
program in accordance with FINRA Rule 8313;
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D.

3.

FINRA may make a public announcement concerning this agreement and
the subject matter thereof in accordance with FINRA Rule 8313; and

4.

Planmember may not take any action or make or permit to be made any
public statement, including in regulatory filings or otherwise, denying,
directly or indirectly, any finding in this AWC or create the impression
that the AWC is without factual basis. Planmember may not take any
position in any proceeding brought by or on behalf of FINRA, or to which
FINRA is a party, that is inconsistent with any part ofthis AWC. Nothing
in this provision affects Planmember's: (i) testimonial obligations; or (ii)
right to take legal or factual positions in litigation or other legal
proceedings in which FINRA is not a party; and

Planmember may attach a Corrective Action Statement to this AWC that is a
statement of demonstrable corrective steps taken to prevent future misconduct.
Planmember understands that it may not deny the charges or make any statement
that is inconsistent with the AWC in this Statement. This Statement does not
constitute factual or legal findings by FINRA, nor does it reflect the views of
FINRA or its staff.
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